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Welcome to Lyon !
CONGRESS THEME

Libraries, Citizens, Societies:
Confluence for Knowledge
IFLA WLIC 2014 beats the records!

- Posters: more than 270 propositions, 200 posters selected
- Satellite meetings: 23 meetings organised in France and in 5 surrounding countries
- Booked exhibition space: 1172.5 m² and 111 exhibitors
- More than 4000 delegates
Total registration : 3933

By continent :

- Europe : 2215
  including France : 1020
- Asie et Océanie : 624
- Canada & USA : 521
- Africa : 437
- South America : 136
Welcome message to the Chinese caucus on behalf of the French national committee.
Opening Ceremony

• Keynote speaker: Bernard Stiegler

• POKEMON CREW and INSTITUT LUMIERE
Plenary speakers

Princess Laurenteen of the Netherlands

Florence Aubenas

Pierre Dillenbourg
Visit My French Quarter

• On the “menu“: 8 booths of French institutions and associations
• My French Library (NC Booth): 72m2 of short format conferences, exhibitions, games and many surprises
• 42 presentations and events
The Chinese collection at My French Quarter

Our daily challenge

How to manage in a public library a collection similar in many aspects to research libraries holdings
Quite unfair!
Cultural evening: nice food and dance party!
A congress outreaching to the public
Some Chinese treasures
New pages in Chinese

Treasures! In Chinese

The Chinese collection’s new page
Guided visit of the exhibition
Visit our libraries!
Chinese congressists at BML

Librarians and professors from Guangzhou
Taiwanese congressists at BML
Our Chinese partners…

ZHAN Tian, on behalf of Guangzhou library director
Mr HORNG Shih-chang, director of Taipei public library
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